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Abstract. The ‘perception of being present in another space’ during
video teleconferencing is a challenging task. This work makes an effort
to improve upon a user perception of being ‘present’ in another space by
employing a virtual reality (VR) headset and an embodied telepresence
system (ETS). In our application scenario, a remote participant uses
a VR headset to collaborate with local collaborators. At a local site,
an ETS is used as a physical representation of the remote participant
among his/her local collaborators. The head movements of the remote
person is mapped and presented by the ETS along with audio-video com-
munication. Key considerations of complete design are discussed, where
solutions to challenges related to head tracking, audio-video communi-
cation and data communication are presented. The proposed approach
is validated by the user study where quantitative analysis is done on
immersion and presence parameters.
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1 Introduction and Background

Virtual Reality (VR) headsets are becoming more popular due to cheaper prices,
more immersive experience, high quality, better screen resolution, low latency
and better control. According to statistics, around 6.7 million people have used
VR headsets in year 2015 and it is expected to grow to 43 million in year 2016
and 171 million in year 2018 [1]. The most valuable application for these headsets
could be video teleconferencing to enhance a personal and social experience by
more ‘immersive’ and ‘presence’ feelings [3]. Among other problems, for example,
gaze perception and nonverbal communication; ‘different-environmental-spaces’
poses a big problem in standard video teleconferencing [4]. This problem leads
to a lack of immersiveness and presence experience in standard conferencing
setup. Immersion is a key feature of virtual reality headsets. Immersion is a
phenomenon of getting lost, involved or drawn into something. Teleimmersion is
when geographically distant located participant immerse himself to be located in
a new environment, where he shares a same space with his collaborators [3].

One-to-many video teleconferencing setups are quite common in many ap-
plications, where one person (called a ‘remote user’) collaborates with his/her



many collaborators (called a ‘local collaborators’) using audio-video modalities.
The standard video teleconferencing setups pose certain problems at remote user
end. The remote user cannot i) take turns, ii) do side-conversation, iii) make an
eye-contact, iv) explore the distant environment, etc. [4, 5]. This affects a con-
ferencing experience of the remote person which results in lack of participation,
immersion, engagement and involvement in in-meeting discussions [7].

Over the years, number of solutions have been proposed which varies from
software algorithms to hardware platforms. The software solutions apply com-
puter graphics, image processing, computer vision and augmented reality tech-
niques to solve the above mentioned problems in standard video teleconferencing
[8]. The most common example of hardware based solution is mobile robotics
telepresence (MRP) systems. The basic construction of almost all MRPs consist
of a mobile robotic base, an LCD screen, a camera, a microphone and some non-
verbal gestures, like hand gestures, etc. The review on MRPs can be found in [7].
The other types of hardware solutions can be broadly categorized into i) an an-
thropomorphic design and ii) a non-anthropomorphic design. The characteristics
and appearance of anthropomorphic video teleconferencing systems (AVTS) are
similar to real-human characteristics and appearance. On the other hand, the ap-
pearance of non-anthropomorphic video teleconferencing systems (NAVTS) are
not like human but they still possess some human skills. The review on AVTS
and NAVTS can be found in [4].

Despite all these solutions, a remote person still feels disconnected with his
local collaborators. The major reason is that the above mentioned solutions did
not address an important issue of ‘different environmental spaces’ between the
remote and local participants. This work aims to provide a solution to minimize
the distance between the remote person and the local collaborators.

2 System Overview

The system diagram of our virtual reality (VR) based video teleconferencing
setup is shown in Figure 1. As compared to a traditional conferencing setup, our
setup employs a virtual reality headset at a remote-user end. This work uses a
google-cardboard [2] in combination with smartphone, but it can be extended
to other VR devices. The VR headset displays local environment/participants
to the remote user.

The right side of Figure 1 shows our embodied telepresence system (ETS),
which is placed among the local collaborators. The ETS is 3-DOF neck robot
which actuates an attached tablet-PC. The tablet-PC is used for audio-video
communication and a neck robot is used for presenting head gestures. The ETS
embodies the remote user’s head movements at the local site. The details of ETS
can be found in [6].

We have proposed two head tracking algorithms to map the remote person’s
head movements to ETS mechatronic platform. Our first solution uses external
IMU sensor to record 3 orientation angles, i.e., yaw, pitch and roll angles [9].
Our second solution uses an orientation sensor of a smartphone to capture these



Fig. 1: Virtual Reality based video teleconferencing setup: On the left, we have a
remote site and on the right we have a local site. The remote person uses VR headset
(in our case google cardboard with mobile phone). Remote person is represented by
our Embodied Telepresence System (ETS) at the local site. The ETS embodies the
remote person head with a mechatronic robot where tablet-PC is used for audio-video
communication. The audio-video communication is implemented through WebRTC.
The head tracking of remote person is done by i) orientation sensor of mobile phone
and/or ii) external IMU sensor. The data communication is done through i) Xbee for
short range and/or ii) client-server application for long range.

head rotations. The data communication between the remote site and local site
is done by using i) a XBEE for short range communication and ii)a client-server
application for long range communication.

The final step in our design is an audio-video communication. The traditional
conferencing software (e.g. skype) cannot be used here as these software does
not allow a stereo view for VR headsets. Therefore, we have proposed our own
audio-video communication technique, which is based on webrtc [13]. Our webrtc
based solution is a peer-to-peer connection between the remote and local sites,
and the local video can be edited to make it a suitable input for a VR headset.

3 User Study: Remote User Perspective

A user study is conducted to compare our proposed virtual reality (VR) based
video teleconferencing setup with the setup given in [9]. The setup in [9] uses em-
bodied telepresence system (ETS) and the study with this setup shows promising
results as compared to standard video teleconferencing softwares (e.g. skype).

3.1 Participant and Procedure

Seven participants, aging from 18-40 were recruited from the campus of Ume̊a
University-Sweden, including both the students and staff members. For each



round of an experiment we have one remote person and six local participants
(one-to-many video teleconferencing scenario). The remote participant is asked
to collaborate with local participants/environment based on a flexible-script pro-
vided by us. There are two conferencing scenarios for each remote person; col-
laboration performed with i) the ETS-only setup (ETS) [9] and ii) our proposed
VR in-combination with ETS setup (VR-ETS). At the end of the experiment,
the participants are asked questions related to an immersion and presence pa-
rameters, attention, mental construction, emotional state, engagement, ease-of-
interaction and being-there [10, 11].

– Attention:Which system increases the attention level during collaboration?
– Mental Construction: Which system helps you in creating a mental rep-

resentation of a local environment?
– Emotional State: Which system has more affect on an emotional state of

a person?
– Engagement: Which system makes you believe that your actions are inter-

dependent, connected to and responsive to the others?
– Ease of Interaction: Which system provides a better quality of experience

(QoE)?
– Being-there: Which system creates a sense of spatial presence in a local

environment?

We have used a likert style 7-point rating system (1 to 7) [12] to compared
ETS with VR-ETS, where 1 represents strong disagreement (negative) and 7
represents strong agreement (positive).

3.2 Results and Discussion

The comparative results (ETS vs VR-ETS) of above mentioned questions are
shown in Figure 2. These results are presented in the form of means and standard-
deviations of participant responses. The blue bars show the responses for the
ETS and the red bars show the responses for the VR-ETS. The results clearly
show that VR-ETS outperforms ETS on all immersion and presence parameters.
Among all parameters, being-there got the highest score for the VR-ETS. This
is because of immersion capability of a VR headset. Furthermore, the quality of
interaction and level of engagement is also improved with an introduction of the
VR headset. The movement capability of ETS in combination with a VR headset
helps a remote user to get aware of the local environment and increases his level
of attention which in-turn affects the emotional state of the remote person.

4 Conclusion

We have used a virtual reality (VR) headset in combination with our previously
developed Embodied Telepresence system (ETS) for a novel video teleconfer-
encing experience. The use of the VR headset disconnects the remote person



Fig. 2: Comparative results of the ETS vs the VR-ETS on immersion and presence
parameters. The participants’ response are presented in the form of mean and stad.
dev. on a 7-point likert scale. The blue bars show responses for the ETS and the red
bars show responses for the VR-ETS.

from his space and makes him/her feel-like to be at the local collaborator space.
Furthermore, the ETS facilitates the remote person to take turns, do side con-
versation, explore the local environment and specify his gaze, etc. The user study
shows that our setup increases the immersiveness and feeling-of-presence expe-
rience of a remote person at a local site. The limitation with current system is
that the VR headset occludes significant portion of a remote person’s face. This
issue will be addressed in future work.
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